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Zionism’s Compatriots
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For many years it has been taken for granted that Zionism, as a national-

ist movement, is something of an anomaly. And indeed, when Theodor

Herzl declared that the Jews were a nation with the right to a state of its

own, there were many who thought he had taken leave of his senses. Herzl

himself recognized the audacity of his position, writing in his diary, “In

Basel I founded the Jewish state,” but then adding that he dare not say it

aloud for fear of being ridiculed. His concern was not unwarranted: When

he returned from the first Zionist Congress to his office at the Neue Freie

Presse, his friends and colleagues mocked him, dubbing him the “future

head of state.”1 Herzl’s vision—that the Jews, dispersed throughout the

nations without a culture, language, or land in common, would be accepted

as a nation deserving of a state—was revolutionary at the time.

Nevertheless, despite Zionism’s anomalous nature, or perhaps because

of it, one of the movement’s central objectives was to make the Jews into a

nation like any other. This goal was uppermost in the minds of Zionist

leaders and thinkers from a variety of political perspectives, and it resonated

in the writings of Herzl, David Ben-Gurion, Ze’ev Jabotinsky, and others.

From this perspective, even the appearance of the first Jewish thief in Tel
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Aviv was considered an encouraging sign of a new “normalcy.” So we are

left with a certain paradox in Zionist thinking: The extraordinary transfor-

mation of the Jews into a unified, sovereign nation was in fact intended to

achieve “normalcy”—that is, the opposite of the extraordinary.

Today, after more than a hundred years of Zionism, we can declare the

effort a success. Unfortunately, however, we have still not freed ourselves of

the perception that the State of Israel and the idea on which it was founded

are politically, legally, and morally anomalous. This way of thinking, which

has taken root both in Israel and abroad, does continuous harm to Israel’s

image, turning it into the black sheep of the family of enlightened nations.

This attitude, however, is in fact almost completely without founda-

tion. For in truth, some of the most important aspects of Jewish national-

ism, which at first glance appear unique, are in fact shared by many

countries around the world. Moreover, Israel’s similarity to other countries

is only increasing with time, as the nations of the West, and particularly

Europe, are taking a more positive approach to elements of nationalism that

not long ago were a source of dissent and suspicion. Thus, for example, it is

increasingly accepted that the connections some states maintain with their

ethnic or ancestral brethren abroad are legitimate—connections that bear a

striking resemblance to Israel’s relations with the Jewish diaspora. Com-

parisons of this sort are now not only possible, but even necessary and

beneficial. They confirm, both in our own eyes and in those of the world,

that Israel deserves an uncontested place among the democratic nations,

one that justifies neither delusions of grandeur nor gratuitous feelings of

inferiority.

Until just a few years ago, many people considered nationalism out-

dated, a party at which the Zionists had arrived too late. In the new

Western world of multi- and supra-national states, immigrant states with a

dominant Christian culture and an official language but no dominant

nationality, the nation state appeared to be irrelevant. The United States,
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for example, is not a nation state. Its citizens are of different nationalities,

and enjoy complete constitutional equality. Europe, too, has undergone a

process of great historical importance: Countries that once made much of

the fact that they were independent nation states have moved towards

unification with others, and the borders between them have become in-

creasingly blurred. Thus we saw France, which had no concept of an

“unconstitutional” law, and the British Parliament, which had never agreed

to put its laws to a constitutional test, suddenly required to defend them-

selves before the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. Such

developments were simply unimaginable at the beginning of the twentieth

century.

Two very recent developments, however, have changed matters signifi-

cantly. First, new national entities have appeared on the Western European

scene. The blurring of the border between France and Spain, for example,

strengthened immensely the national spirit of the Basques, who boast not

only their own language and culture, but also their own region. In a similar

fashion do the Catalans and the Corsicans, and now even the Scots, see

themselves as separate nations. Of course, this kind of nationalist senti-

ment, which was born in Europe and long flourished there, has also

rekindled old animosities. In Belgium, for instance, an emerging divide

between the French- and Flemish-speaking populations threatens to end a

long period of relative tranquility. It seems that eliminating the borders

between old national entities has not only failed to suppress nationalism,

but has actually given it new life.

The second development occurred as a result of the collapse of Com-

munism. The Soviet bloc was replaced by some thirty new states or regimes,

which adopted—at least as far as the outside world was concerned—most

of the trappings of democracy. These countries, the most prominent of

which is the Russian Federation, are nation states in every sense of the term.

Moreover, most of them are members of the Council of Europe, and some

will soon become members of the European Union. Thus while Europe

may have believed that it succeeded in ridding itself of nationalism, it has
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nonetheless had to accept a large number of new members that are not only

democracies, but also nation states.

One of the clearest signs of the change in attitude towards nationalism

is a growing recognition of the existence of national minorities. There was

very little real debate on the subject before the Eastern European countries

joined the Council of Europe, although Western Europe itself is home to

several known national minorities (such as the Basques, Catalans, and

Corsicans mentioned above). Yet in the 1990s, the Council of Europe

enacted two treaties: The Framework Convention for the Protection of

National Minorities, which took effect on February 1, 1998, and granted

national minorities collective rights for the first time; and the European

Charter for Regional and Minority Languages, which took effect one

month later. France, the longtime champion of civic nationalism, rejected

the Framework Convention, but was one of just three dissenters.2 All the

other European countries—including Great Britain, which has a long

tradition of denying collective rights—signed both of these agreements,

and in so doing gave recognition to the principles on which they were

based.

These new sentiments in Europe have also meant an increased willing-

ness to re-evaluate the idea of a diaspora. As Israelis, we have a special stake

in this re-evaluation, since the word “diaspora” tends to be associated with

the Jewish people. The most authoritative dictionaries offer ample proof of

this fact: One prominent dictionary, for example, gives three definitions of

“diaspora,” the first of which is “the dispersal of Jews outside Palestine since

the sixth century a.d.” In fact, at the end of the nineteenth century, when

the Zionist movement was still in its infancy, the term “diaspora” was

identified almost exclusively with the Jewish dispersion. Yet there are

obviously other diasporas. The Irish are an outstanding example: There are

about 70 million people of Irish descent in the world today, the great

majority of whom live outside Ireland. Indeed, when Ireland gained

its independence in 1937, its prime minister was Eamon de Valera, an
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American citizen born in New York. The link between a diaspora and its

members’ country of origin has therefore long been recognized, and while

this issue did not attract much attention in the twentieth century, it has

now become a focus of increased interest around the world, particularly

with regard to the vital role diasporas have played in the development of

modern nationalism.

The British scholar Anthony D. Smith has identified three nations

whose nationhood was deeply influenced by a diaspora: The Israelis, the

Armenians, and the Greeks.3 It is worth noting that historically, only the

Jews had no territorial base for their resurgent nationalism; most Greeks

continued to live in Greece, and most Armenians in Armenia. Nevertheless,

the responsibility of the Greek and Armenian diasporas for the emergence

of their national movements was immeasurably greater than that of the

indigenous population. Similarly, it was actually the diasporas of the Baltic

peoples—the Lithuanians, Latvians, and Estonians—who continued to

maintain “virtual” embassies while their homelands were under Soviet

domination. During the entire period, these diasporas exerted enormous

political and diplomatic pressure on the Soviet Union, demanding inde-

pendence for their homelands. Clearly, then, the Jewish example is far from

the only case of nationalism developing in the diaspora, and of a nation’s

struggle being waged outside the borders of its ancestral land.

These special links between a nation state and its kinsmen living abroad

are of increasing concern to the European community and its new mem-

bers. National minorities are generally protected by either international

agreements or treaties between states, but recently their status has also been

discussed by their countries of origin as an internal legal matter.4 Nine

European countries—Austria, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Romania,

Russia, Slovakia, and Slovenia—have even passed laws granting official

status to the connection between the nation and its ethnic or national

brethren living abroad. Section 108 of the Greek constitution, for example,

states that Greece will take responsibility for the “care for emigrant Greeks
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and for the maintenance of their ties with the fatherland.” Greece is now

advancing an initiative to grant dual citizenship to Albanians of Greek

extraction, a group of around 300,000 people, and is involved in negotia-

tions with both the Albanian government and other European states on this

issue. The situation is slightly more complicated in Russia: Although it is a

nation state, its national identity is somewhat ambiguous. For this reason,

Russia calls its kinsmen, and, in fact, anyone connected to Russian culture,

“compatriots.” While not a complete definition, the term nonetheless

carries practical legal implications: A law passed by the Russian Federation

in March 1999 states that any compatriot who returns to the Federation

immediately becomes a Russian citizen, with all the attendant rights and

obligations.5 So many states have already adopted policies of this kind that

they have earned themselves a place in the scholarly lexicon, where they are

referred to as “kin states.”

Last year, a dispute on the issue of kin states that arose in Eastern

Europe forced the Council of Europe to formulate an official position on

the matter. The source of the trouble was the Magyar Law, passed by the

Hungarian Parliament in June 2001, which granted certain rights to Hun-

garians living abroad. Most of these Hungarians live in adjacent countries,

including Slovakia, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia, and the Ukraine, as

the result of the 1920 Treaty of Trianon, in which Hungary was forced to

cede a considerable part of its territory, and with it much of its population.

The Magyar Law gave descendants of these nationals the right to a Hungar-

ian identity card, which offers privileges such as the right to work in

Hungary on a temporary basis, to enjoy reduced fares on public transport,

and to qualify for medical insurance. But Hungary did not stop there. It

went so far as to offer to finance the education of Hungarian-born residents

of neighboring countries, on condition that they study in schools where

Hungarian is the language of instruction. Perhaps not surprisingly, Roma-

nia vigorously opposed the Magyar Law on the grounds that it fostered

discrimination among Romanian citizens, on Romanian territory. Similarly,
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Slovakia accused Hungary of interfering in its internal affairs and threaten-

ing its sovereignty.

The dispute was finally taken to the Council of Europe, which passed it

on to a committee of jurists known as the Venice Commission. In October

2001, the commission published its findings in the “Report on the Prefer-

ential Treatment of National Minorities by Their Kin State,” which stated

that relationships between a homeland and its diaspora kinsmen do not

contravene international law so long as they do not undermine the territo-

rial sovereignty of the countries involved. Accordingly, the commission

outlined several guidelines for policies of kin states towards nationals living

outside their borders. For example, states are required to refrain from

discriminating among citizens of other states and infringing on basic hu-

man rights; to respect existing bilateral agreements; and to restrict their

efforts primarily to preserving ties of culture and identity. More impor-

tantly, for our purposes, the commission stipulated that nothing in these

policies invalidates either citizenship or immigration laws that express a

certain preference for kinsmen returning to their homeland—thereby tac-

itly recognizing the legitimacy of a policy of repatriation.6 The commis-

sion’s findings were eventually adopted by the Council of Europe, which

decided to welcome “assistance given by kin states to their kin-minorities in

other states in order to help these kin-minorities to preserve their cultural,

linguistic, and ethnic identity.” The resolution adds, however, that the

assistance given must also be “accepted by the states of which the members

of the kin-minorities are citizens….”7

The importance of these developments cannot be over-emphasized.

They have far-reaching implications for the future of Europe and for the

many national minorities living within its borders. What we are seeing,

in fact, is an attempt, or at least a multilateral effort, to re-establish

the legitimacy of nationalism within the framework of international

jurisprudence.
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The change in European attitudes towards national identity is of par-

ticular interest to Israel, which defines itself as a “Jewish and demo-

cratic” nation state. True, Israeli society is sharply divided on how this

phrase, which was enshrined in the form of two Basic Laws in 1992, is to be

interpreted; but almost no one questions its centrality to Israel’s self-

definition. For this reason, Israel has struggled since its founding to find a

legal formula that would strike the correct balance between its Jewish and

democratic aspects. Today, however, many of the new European states are

grappling with a similar problem, as they, too, try to express their national

identity without compromising their democracy. This is a wholly new type

of nationalism, not the kind that nurtures fanatical, insular, or patronizing

tribalism, but one that recognizes human, civil, and minority rights.

Israel can learn, and even take encouragement, from the European

nation states’ experience of giving proper expression to relationships with

their diaspora brethren. For Israel, the very fact that such an effort is being

made is a welcome development. Zionism’s detractors have often pointed

to the problem of “dual loyalty” unique to Jews living outside Israel.

American Jews, for example, have been prone to charges of this kind. Now,

however, the extension of the term “diaspora” to minorities other than Jews

living outside their homeland has resolved the problem of dual loyalty once

and for all: The modern, democratic, multicultural state not only acknowl-

edges dual allegiances, but encourages them: You can be African-American,

Italian-American, or Irish-American, just as you can be Jewish-American,

Jewish-British, Jewish-French, and even Jewish-Zionist.

For Israel, the most significant development in this context is the

European Council’s legal recognition of the relationship between states and

their kin who live outside their borders. In the past, Israel was portrayed as

an “ethnic democracy” or “ethnocracy” because of the responsibility it

assumed for the welfare and interests of the Jewish people around the

world.8 Yet the Venice Commission has now not only accepted the right of
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countries to maintain a connection with their diasporas, but has even

confirmed the legitimacy of the principle of repatriation.9 The determina-

tion that a country’s majority has the right to defend its demographic

dominance by controlling citizenship and immigration provides a certain

justification for Israel’s Law of Return, and for other laws espousing the

same principle, such as the law that grants semi-official status to the World

Zionist Organization and the Jewish Agency.

Europe’s recognition of homeland-diaspora relations is of enormous

importance for Israel precisely because its ability to remain a Jewish and

democratic nation state depends on its ability to preserve a Jewish majority

within its borders. Ze’ev Jabotinsky understood this when, in 1936, in

response to the Peel Commission’s question, “What is a Jewish state?” he

replied that it is a state in which there is a Jewish majority. A State of Israel

that does not maintain a Jewish majority can be either Jewish or demo-

cratic, but not both.

Of course, it is difficult to address Israel’s status as both democracy and

nation state without also discussing the problem of national minorities

living within its borders. In this, Israel should follow Europe’s example of

setting standards for the protection of such minorities. Precisely because

Israel is the Jewish nation state, it must recognize its Arab citizens as a

national minority with collective, and not merely individual, equality,

despite all the difficulties this recognition inevitably brings. For instance,

when the state was founded, Israel acknowledged the collective rights of

Arabs in the realm of education. Israeli Arabs thus have the right to educate

their children in a separate framework, according to their own culture and

language. This is undoubtedly an important achievement—in other coun-

tries, national minorities like the Kurds and the Macedonians are risking a

great deal in their struggle to obtain the same right—but it is not enough.

We should be grateful, therefore, that the Israeli legislature and judiciary

have recently taken significant steps towards correcting the current situa-

tion. The Knesset passed three laws in the year 2000 recognizing Israeli

Arabs as a group with collective rights: The first, an amendment to the State
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Education Law, defines the Arab population as a group, deserving to be

treated as such, for the first time. The second is the Amendment to the

Government Companies Law, which states that “in the composition of the

Board of Directors of a government company, appropriate expression will

be given to representation for the Arab population.” The third, an amend-

ment to the Civil Service Law, institutes the principle of affirmative action

for Arabs in government jobs.

The Supreme Court has also handed down several decisions that make

significant progress towards recognition of Israeli Arabs’ collective rights.

The court determined, for example, that there should be equality in budg-

etary allocations for Jewish and Arab municipalities;10 that the Arab popula-

tion should have appropriate representation on the board of the Israel

Lands Authority; 11 and that in towns with a mixed population, public signs

should include Arabic.12

These legal and jurisprudential developments bring Israel closer to the

standards set by Europe in the Framework Convention for the Protection

of National Minorities. There still remains one point, however, on which

we have failed to keep pace: The convention recognizes both the collective

rights of minorities, and the individual rights of minority members. There-

fore, a national group has the right to be educated in its own language and

to work to preserve its culture, but individual members of that group may

choose not to belong to it. This is not yet the case in Israel, which still does

not recognize the right of an individual Arab to study, if he so wishes, in the

Jewish school system, or to serve in the army. These barriers create an

unnecessary divide between the majority and minority populations. They

also make it extremely difficult for individuals to live according to their

individual preferences, as is the case in every fully democratic country.

There is certainly room for improvement in Israel where liberalism and

democracy are concerned. Yet as a modern nation state, Israel is not all that

exceptional when compared with other countries, especially those in Eu-

rope. In fact, one might even say that Israel is in good company. What has

happened in Europe since the collapse of Communism has led to a positive
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reappraisal of nationalism, and has granted greater political and legal

legitimacy to policies that express the special relationship between a country

and its diaspora. It is still too early to tell just how much Israel will benefit

from this reappraisal, but it will certainly give new strength to the country’s

ongoing efforts on behalf of the Jewish people throughout the world.
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